SUTD Venture Building (VB) Program Cohort 1 Demo Day Finale
Our pilot VB program kicked off with an intensive,
immersive program in Nov. 3-month full time
commitment, 11-weeks of relentless hustle, team
formations
and
re-formations, hard-hitting
mentoring, and several pitch iterations later, all 9 VB
teams were poised to show off all that they had
learnt as they were inching closer to the finish line.
Gearing towards the Pre-Demo Day on 22 January,
all 9 teams were working round the clock to finesse
to their pitches. The panel of judges had a harder
time picking the top 6 teams that proceeded to
pitch for the Demo Day held on 29 January 2021.
Mr. Robert Chew - SUTD Board of Trustee, Ms.
JingXi Yew - Enterprise Singapore, Ms. Christina Teo
- SHE1K, Ms. Florence See - Southeast Asia
Australia, Unilever and Mr. Kevin Foo - Fund
Singapore were all part of the stellar line up of
judges for the Demo Day.
6 amazing pitches showed growth, maturity and
finesse. Distinctly different from where they started
off 3 months ago. All the teams did their very best.
3 teams have been shortlisted to participate in the
upcoming Enterprise SG Founders Ignite event on
23 Feb, 2021.
More details in our next issue!

consumption, which resolve the infrastructure input
for an MRI suite. It also reduces the patients’
anxiety during scan by minimizing the noise and
providing a relatively open space. The team behind
EzyMRI is currently focused on fundraising and
conducting aggressive and targeted prototyping.

Spotlight
SUTD LLP Finalist 5 – With ease
in mind comes EzyMRI
The majority of clinical magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scanners are based on the superconducting
magnet. They are bulky, heavy, and usually require
high power consumption, which lead to stringent
siting constrain. In addition, the cost of owning and
operating an equipment of such scale is very high,
resulting in high costs for patients and hospitals,
both with accessibility limited to full-fledged
hospitals.
EzyMRI is bringing to the market a compact,
portable MRI machine for affordable, point-of-care
imaging. The product has a table-top footprint and
provides users diagnostic image quality with simple,
straightforward operation procedures.
The portable MRI system EzyMRI developed has
two core technologies-the permanent magnet array
and the image reconstruction software. The design
ensures confined magnetic field and low power

So mark your dates! VB Run 2 revs up to an
exhilarating start in April through June, 2021.

EzyMRI: Compact, portable
affordable, point-of-care
imaging

As this is a full time program, high commitment
levels are vital. Final year students, alumni and
PMETs are more than welcome to apply.
Scan QR code to apply or through link below:
https://lnkd.in/ggAsuWc

Join the SUTD
VB Program Run
2 to make your
startup dreams a
reality!

Highlight
Venture
Building
Run
Admissions are now open!
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Hot on the heels of our pilot Venture Building
Program finale - Run 2 is gearing up on full speed!
Fret not, if you missed out on the earlier run, our
3-month intensive program is designed to
guarantee an immersive experience! All participants
will
enjoy
the
bespoke
design-centric,
multi-disciplinary approach that is unique to SUTD.
To help accelerate ideas into scalable business
solutions, mentors with different domain expertise
will work hand in hand with the VB teams to ensure
they develop the confidence and requisite skill-sets
to be pitch-ready.

Event Highlights

FIRESIDE CHAT WITH ANGEL INVESTOR AND ENTREPRENEUR
Audience were treated to a no holds barred fireside
chat with Huang Shao-Ning - Partner and Chief
Angel of Angel Central. She started her first
business, JobsCentral as a fresh grad in year 2000.
She gradually grew and exited the business 11 years
later and set up AngelCentral. The family angel/PE
portfolio has investment in over 35 startups and 7
VC investments. Shao-Ning fielded questions from
Celestine Khoo – Head of Head of Venture,
Innovation and Entrepreneurship. Shao-Ning’s

startup journey and growth mindset drew inspired
questions from the audience who were mainly

SINGAPORE STARTUP LEGAL
FUNDING TERM SHEETS
Joel Teo - Partner at Lee & Lee wowed everyone
with his signature jovial and candid sharing. He
walked through the three different funding stages
which includes the ideation, minimum viable
production and series A funding. He also touched
on venture funding and the role of venture
capitalists. Joel specializes in equity capital markets,
corporate and M&A transactions. He has handled
large unicorn funding transactions for both start-ups
and investors. He also looks at smaller seed and
angel round funding deals.

Brought to you by

freshers and eager entrepreneurs from the Venture
Building program.
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